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M O R E S C A

Inspired by the byzantine decors and 
the Indian “Henna” culture of body 
art, a collection of refined jewels which 
decorate the body with elegance and 

lightness.

Double sprinkles
Ref: 7242APK 



Diamond wave
Ref: 7288APK

Flawless embroidery
Ref: 7207BPK

Fly over
Ref: 7734APK



T A I L O R  M A D E

We like to think of a piece of jewelry
as something that creates an emotion,
and when the piece is one-of a kind,
this becomes ever more so outstanding.

We offer our select customers
exclusive pieces that are researched,
designed and tailor made to match
only one very special and unique

request.

Blossom Lover
Ref: 8166A



Butterflies farm
Ref: 8306A ZR

Lilac wonder
Ref: 8166BR



Z E N

The word Zen in the transliteration 
of the Chinese “Ch’an’” which means 

“meditation”.  Zen Collection, is a 
fresh, joyful and elegant collection, 
perfect for everyday, or for a dressy 

night out.

Bamboo shoot
Ref: 6913APK

Jumping bamboo
Ref: 6912BPK



Butterfly trio
Ref: 7426APK

Sweet butterflies
Ref: 7352BPK

Flower power
Ref: 7453APK

Water lily
Ref: 7453CPK

Sweet butterfly
Ref: 7352CPK



C O U T U R E

Our very best. A collection of fine 
gemstones collected over 4 generations are 

the main source of inspiration for these 
unique works of art.

One of a kind and limited edition pieces, 
exclusively handcrafted by our skilled 

artisans.



Red redemption 
Ref: 2808A RU

Strawberry field
Ref: 6690G RU



Big hit
Ref: 8382BRY

R E N A I S S A N C E

A Vintage inspired collection,
where gold plays the leading role, while
diamonds enhance and highlight the 
preciousness and beauty of design

by moving along its surfaces.
 
 
 



Golden groove - queen size
Ref: 8308AY

Golden groove - king size
Ref: 8309AY

Jolly
Ref:8369CY

Harps & angels
Ref: 8339BY



N A T U R E

Nature’s creations encircle and inspire us.
A collection of wonders from the master 

itself: Nature.

Sweet bumble-b
Ref: 7470C CI

Something sweet
Ref: 8341APK CI



Me & blue
Ref: 8328APK DB ZB

Triple flies
Ref: 8380APK

Ice dragonfly jacket
Ref: 7380B

Skyy
Ref: 7919B ZB



Firefly
Ref:7139A

M A G I C  S N A K E S

Bold shapes lead to a vertigo of emotions,
unleashing a frenzy of passions to be

experienced one after the other.
This is the Magic Snake Collection,

composed of rings, earrings and bracelets
which magically adorn your body, following

your every motion for a perfect fit.

Magic python
Ref:7140A



H A N D M A D E  I N  I T A L Y

In an age where everything is mass produced, 
Staurino still proudly maintains its handcrafted 
soul by offering limited production pieces 
that are entirely handmade, and using only  

the traditional master artisan techniques of 
fine jewelry Made in Italy.

Each piece by Staurino Fratelli is individually 
numbered, and reflects our artistic will and love 
to create beauty, whether it’s and everyday piece 
from our prêt-à-porter Collection, to our 
exclusive one-of-a-kind pieces for exceptional 

occasions, from our Couture Collection.
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